Abstract. When a person fills a bathtub with hot water and settles into the bathtub,the bath gets noticeably cooler.In order to study the temperature even throughout the bathtub and as close as possible to the initial temperature, we need develop a model of the temperature of the bathtub water in space and time.First,we figure out the heat loss,then replace three-dimensional partial differential equations with two two-dimensional equations.Based on the finite difference method,we make time domain and space domain discrete, list discrete node equations by using heat balance mothod and solve discrete node equations.
Introduction
We are discussing the problem basing on the problem A in MCM 2016. Firstly,both the person and the tub could effect the temperature,we simplify the motions made by the person with rolling motions.Secondly,counting various heat loss,by finite difference mothod,we build and solve two two-dimensional temperature models of different boundary conditions.Last,the results show the distributions of temperature are pretty proper,which proves the rationality of the two models.
Developing the mathematical model
On the basis of the fundamental of heat transfer,the three-dimensional partial differential equation of conduction heat transfer [1] ,which includes the third class boundary condition,is easily to be developed.
Due to the complexity of the solution of the three-dimensional partial differential equation,we replace it with two two-dimensional partial differential equations,which include the third class boundary conditions. equation Ⅰ ) ( 
Prove the following:
There is a fundamental theorem [3] saying that the heat leaking out into to atmosphere through the bathtub is equal to the convective heat in the numerical value.We replace the leaking heat with 1 
q
,and replace the convective heat with 2 q . 
Conclusion
On the basis of finite difference method,we need to convert the derivative terms of the mathematical model to a differential expression.In accordance with the energy conservation equation,the discrete equations of internal nodes are listed by the mothod of heat balance. According to the Newton's iteration method,with the value of node m and its neighboring nodes at some moment,we can reckon the value of node m.
By using Matlab, in the case of selecting 0312 . 0 = ∆x , 0378 . 0 = ∆y , 1 . 0 = ∆t ,at the moment of min 11 1 = t ,the temperature distributions of the two-dimensional planeⅠand planeⅡ can be simulated. 
